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Abstract

We onsider the problem of isolating the real roots of a square-free
polynomial with integer oeÆ ients using (variants of) the ontinued fra tion algorithm (CF). We introdu e a novel way to ompute a lower bound
on the positive real roots of univariate
polynomials. This allows us to
derive a worst ase bound of OeB (d6 + d4  2 + d3  2 ) for isolating the real
roots of a polynomial with integer oeÆ ients using the lassi variant
[1℄ of CF, where d is the degree of the polynomial and  the maximum
bitsize of its oeÆ ients.
This improves the previous bound of Sharma
[30℄ by a fa tor of d3 and mat hes the bound derived by Mehlhorn and
Ray [19℄ for another variant of CF; it also mat hes the worst ase bound
of the subdivision-based solvers.
1

Introduction

The problem of isolating the real roots of a square-free polynomial with integer
oeÆ ients is one of the most well-studied problems in symboli omputation
and omputational mathemati s. The goal is to ompute intervals with rational
endpoints that ontain one and only one real root of the polynomial, and to have
one interval for every real root.
If we restri t ourselves to algorithms that perform omputations with rational numbers of arbitrary size, then we an distinguish two main ategories.
The rst one onsists of algorithms that are subdivision-based; their pro ess
mimi s binary sear h. They bise t an initial interval that ontains all the real
roots until they obtain intervals with one or zero real roots. The di erent
variants di er in the way that they ount the number of real roots inside an
interval, for example using Sturm's theorem or Des artes' rule of signs, see also
Th. 1. Classi al representatives are the algorithms sturm, des artes and
bernstein. We refer the reader to [11, 12, 9, 17, 16, 15, 10, 26℄ and referen es
therein for further details. The worst ase omplexity of all variants in this
1

ategory is OeB (d + d  ), where d is the degree of the polynomial and  the
maximum bitsize of its oeÆ ients. Espe ially, for the sturm solver, re ently,
it was proved that its expe ted ase omplexity, if we onsider ertain random
polynomials as input, is OeB (r d  ), where r is the number of real roots [13℄.
Let us also mention the bitstream version of des artes algorithm, f. [20℄ and
referen es therein.
The se ond ategory ontains algorithms that isolate the real roots of a polynomial by omputing their ontinued fra tion expansion (CF). Sin e su essive
approximants of a real number de ne an interval that ontains this number,
CF omputes the partial quotients of the roots of the polynomial until the
orresponding approximants orrespond to intervals that isolate the real roots.
Counting of the real roots is based on Des artes' rule of signs (Th. 1) and termination is guaranteed by Vin ent's theorem (Th. 3). There are several variants
whi h they di er in the way that they ompute the partial quotients.
The rst formulation of the algorithm is due to Vin ent [35℄, who omputed
the partial quotients by su essive transformations of the form x 7! x + 1. An
upper bound on the number of partial quotients needed was derived by Uspensky [33℄. Unfortunately this approa h leads to an exponential omplexity
bound. Akritas [1℄, see also [3, 2℄, treated the exponential behavior of CF by
treating the partial quotients as lower bounds of the positive real roots, and
omputed the bounds using Cau hy's bound. With this approa h, repeated
operations of the form x 7! x + 1 ould be repla ed by x 7! x + . However,
his analysis assumes an ideal positive lower bound, that is that we an ompute
dire tly the oor of the smallest positive real root. In [31℄, it was proven, under the assumption that Gauss-Kuzmin distribution holds for the real algebrai
numbers, that the expe ted omplexity of CF is OeB (d  ). By spreading the
roots, the expe ted omplexity be omes OeB (d + d  ) [32℄. The rst worst- ase
omplexity result of CF, OeB (d  ), is due to Sharma [30℄, without any assumption. He also proposed a variant of CF, that ombines ontinued fra tions with
subdivision, with omplexity OeB (d  ). All the variants of CF in [30℄ ompute
lower bounds on the positive roots using Hong's bound [14℄, whi h is assumed
to have quadrati arithmeti omplexity. Mehlhorn and Ray [19℄ proposed a
novel way of omputing Hong's bound based on in remental onvex hull omputations with linear arithmeti omplexity. A dire t onsequen e is that they
redu ed the omplexity of the variant of CF ombined with subdivision [30℄
to Oe(d  ), thus mat hing the worst ase omplexity of the subdivision-based
algorithms. Using [19℄ and fast Taylor shifts [36℄, the bound [30℄ on lassi al
variant of CF be omes OeB (d  ).
As far as the numeri al algorithms are on erned, the best known bound for
the problem is due to Pan [23, 22℄ and S honhage [28℄, see also [29℄, OeB (d  ).
Moreover, it seems that Pan's approa h ould be improved to OeB (d  ). This
lass of algorithms approximate the roots, real and omplex, of the input poly6
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nomials up to a pre ision. They ould be turned to root isolation algorithms by
requiring them to approximate up to the separation bound, that is the minimum
distan e between the roots. The rux of the algorithms is that they re ursively
split the polynomial until we obtain linear fa tors that approximate suÆ iently
all the roots, real and omplex. We also refer to a re ent approa h that onentrates only on the real roots [24℄. For an implementation of S honhage's
algorithm we refer the reader to the routine CPRTS, p.12 in Addenda, based
on the multitape Turing ma hine . We are not aware of any implementation of
Pan's algorithm. In the spe ial ase where all the roots of the polynomial are
real, also alled the real root problem, dedi ated numeri al algorithms were proposed by Reif [25℄ and Ben-Or and Tiwari [6℄ for approximating the roots. Nevertheless, their Boolean omplexity is also OeB (d  ). Quite re ently, Sagralo
[27℄ announ ed a variant of the bitstream version of des artes algorithm with
omplexity OeB (d  ).
Our ontribution. We present a novel way to ompute a lower bound on the
positive real roots of a univariate polynomial (Lem. 5). The proposed approa h
omputes the oor of the root (possible omplex) with the smallest positive real
part that ontributes to the number of the sign variations in the oeÆ ients
list of the polynomial. Our bound is at least as good as Hong's bound [14℄.
Using this lower bound we improve the worst ase bit omplexity bound of
the lassi al variant of CF, obtained by Sharma [30℄, by a fa tor of d . We
obtain a bound of OeB (d + d  ) or OeB (N ), where N = maxfd;  g, (Th. 7),
whi h mat hes the worst ase bound of the subdivision-based solvers and also
mat hes the bound due to Mehlhorn and Ray [19℄ a hieved for another variant
of CF; it also mat hes the worst ase bound of the subdivision-based solvers
[11, 12, 9, 17, 16, 15, 10, 26℄.
Notation. In what follows OB , resp. O, means bit, resp. arithmeti , omplexity and the OeB , resp. Oe, notation means that we are ignoring logarithmi
fa tors. For a polynomial A 2 ZZ[x℄, deg (A) = d denotes its degree and L (A) = 
(
the maximum bitsize of its oeÆ ients, in luding a bit for the sign. For a 2 Q,
L (a)  1 is the maximum bitsize of the numerator and the denominator. Let
M ( ) denote the bit omplexity of multiplying two integers of size  ; using
FFT, M ( ) = OeB ( ). To simplify notation, we will assume throughout the
paper that lg(deg (A)) = lg d = O( ) = O(L (A)). By VAR(A) we denote the
number of sign variations in the list of oeÆ ients of A. We use  to denote
the minimum distan e between a root of a polynomial A and any other root,
we all this quantity lo al separation bound;  = min  is the separation
bound, that is the minimum distan e between all the roots of A.
1
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A short introduction to continued fractions

Our presentation follows losely [32℄. For additional details we refer the reader
to, e.g., [37, 7, 34℄. In general, a simple (regular) ontinued fra tion is a
(possibly in nite) expression of the form
1
q +
= [q ; q ; q ; : : : ℄;
1
q +
q +:::
0

0

1

1

2

2

where the numbers qi are alled partial quotients, qi 2 ZZ and qi  1 for i > 0.
Noti e that q may have any sign, however, in our real root isolation algorithm
q  0, without loss of generality. By onsidering the re urrent relations
P = 1; P = q ; Pn = qn Pn + Pn ;
(1)
Q = 0; Q = 1; Qn = qn Qn + Qn ;
it an be shown by indu tion that Rn = QPnn = [q ; q ; : : : ; qn℄, for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : .
If = [q ; q ; : : : ℄ then = q + Q0 Q1 Q1 Q2 +    = q + P1n Qn 1nQn1 and
sin e this is a series of de reasing alternating terms it onverges to some real
number . A nite se tion Rn = QPnn = [q ; q ; : : : ; qn℄ is alled the n th onvergent (or approximant) of and the tails n = [qn ; qn ; : : : ℄ are known
as its omplete quotients. That is = [q ; q ; : : : ; qn; n ℄ for n = 0; 1; 2; : : : .
There is an one to one orresponden e between the real numbers and the ontinued fra tions, where evidently the nite ontinued fra tions orrespond to
rational numbers.
It is known that Qn  Fn andpthat Fn < n < Fn , where Fn is the
is the golden ratio. Continued fra tions
n th Fibona i number and  =
are the best rational approximation (for a given denominator size). This is as
Pn
n :
follows: Qn Qn+1 Qn 
Qn  Qn Qn+1 < 
In order to indi ate or to emphasize that a partial quotient or an approximant
belong to a spe i real number , we use the notation qi and Rn = Pn =Qn,
respe tively. We also use qi k and Rnk = Pnk =Qnk , where k is a non-negative
integer, to indi ate that we refer to the (real part of the) root k of a polynomial
A. The ordering of the roots is onsidered with respe t to the magnitude of
their (positive) real part.
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Worst case complexity of CF

Theorem 1 (Descartes’ rule of sign). The number R of real roots of A(x)
in (0; 1) is bounded by VAR(A) and we have R  VAR(A) mod 2.

4

Remark 2. In general Des artes' rule of sign obtains an overestimation of the
number of the positive real roots. However, if we know that A is hyperboli ,
i.e. has only real roots, or when the number of sign variations is 0 or 1 then it
ounts exa tly.

The CF algorithm depends on the following theorem, whi h dates ba k to
Vin ent's theorem in 1836 [35℄. The inverse of Th. 3 an be found in [4, 8, 21℄.
The version of the theorem that we present is due to Alesina and Galuzzi [5℄,
see also [33, 1, 4, 2℄, and its proof is losely onne ted to the one and two ir le
theorems (refer to [17, 5℄ and referen es therein).
Theorem 3. [5℄ Let A 2 ZZ[x℄ be square-free and let  > 0 be the separation

bound, i.e. the smallest distan e between two ( omplex) roots of A. Let n be
the smallest index su h that Fn 1 Fn  > p23 , where Fn is the n-th Fibona i
number. Then the map x 7! [ 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; n ; x℄, where 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; n is an arbitrary
sequen e of positive integers, transforms A(x) to An (x), whose list of oeÆ ients
has no more than one sign variation.

For a polynomial A = Pdi aixi, where orrespond
to its ( omplex) roots,
the Mahler measure, M (A), of A is M (A) = ad Qj j j j, e.g. [21, 37℄.
If we further assume
p
p that A 2 ZZQ[x℄ and L (A) p=  then M (A)  kAk 
d + 1kAk1 = 2 d + 1, and so j j j j  2 d + 1.
We will also use the following aggregate bound. For a proof we refer to
e.g. [32, 9, 10, 21, 15℄.
Theorem 4. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄ su h that deg (A) = d and L (A) =  . Let denotes
=0

1

2

1

its distin t roots, then
Y

3.1

  2 d2 M (A)

2d

, lg

Y

 =

X

lg   3d + 3d lg d + 3d:
2

The tree

The CF algorithm relies on Vin ent's theorem (Th. 3) and Des artes' rule of
sign (Th. 1) to isolate the positive real roots of a square-free polynomial A.
The negative roots are isolated after we perform the transformation x 7! x;
hen e it suÆ es to onsider only the ase of positive real roots throughout the
analysis.
The pseudo- ode of the lassi variant of CF is presented in Alg. 1.
Given a polynomial A, we ompute the oor of the smallest positive real root
(plb = Positive Lower Bound). The ideal plb is a fun tion that an determine
whether a polynomial has positive real roots, and if there are su h roots then
returns the oor of the smallest positive root of the polynomial.
Then we perform the transformation x 7! x + b, obtaining a polynomial Ab .
It holds that VAR(A)  VAR(Ab ). The latter polynomial is transformed to A by
1

5

the transformation x 7! 1 + x and if VAR(A ) = 0 or VAR(A ) = 1, then Ab has
0, resp. 1, real roots greater than 1, or equivalently A has 0, resp. 1, real roots
greater than b + 1 (Th. 1). If VAR(A ) < VAR(Ab ) then (possibly) there are real
roots of Ab in (0; 1), or equivalently, there are real roots of A in (b; b + 1), due
to Budan's theorem. We apply the transformation x 7! 1=(1+ x) to Ab , and we
get the polynomial A . If VAR(A ) = 0 or VAR(A ) = 1, Ab has 0, resp. 1, real
root less than 1 (Th. 1), or equivalently A has 0, resp. 1, real root less than
b +1, or to be more spe i in (b; b +1) (Th. 1). If the transformed polynomial,
A and A , have more than one sign variations, then we apply plb to them and
we repeat the pro ess.
Following [1, 32, 30℄ we onsider the pro ess of the algorithm as an in nite
binary tree. The nodes of the tree hold polynomials and (isolating) intervals.
The root of the tree orresponds to the original polynomial A and the shifted
polynomial Ab . The bran h from a node to a right hild orresponds to the
map x 7! x + 1, whi h yields polynomial A , while to the left hild to the map
x 7! 1=(1 + x), whi h yields polynomial A . The sequen e of transformations
that we perform is equivalent to the sequen e of transformations in Th. 3, and
so the leaves of the tree hold (transformed) polynomials that have no more than
one sign variation, if Th. 3 holds.
A polynomial that orresponds to a leaf of the tree and has one sign variation it is produ ed after a transformation as in Th.P 3,x using
positivePintegers
n 1
and
q ; q ; : : : ; qn . The ompa t form of this is M : x 7! Qnn x PQnn 11 , where Q
n 1
Pn
Qn are onse utive onvergents of the ontinued fra tion [q ; q ; : : : ; qn ℄. The
polynomial has one real root inP (0; 1), thus the (unordered) endpoints of the
isolating interval are M (0) = Qnn 11 and M (1) = QPnn .
There are di erent variants of the algorithm that di er in the way they
ompute plb. A plb realization that a tually omputes exa tly the oor of the
smallest positive real root is alled ideal, but unfortunately has a prohibitive
omplexity.
A ru ial observation is that Des artes' rule of sign (Th. 1), that ounts
the number of sign variations depends not only on positive real roots, but also
on some omplex ones; whi h have positive real part. Roughly speaking CF
is trying to isolate the positive real parts of the roots of A that ontribute to
the sign variations. Thus, the ideal plb suÆ es to ompute the oor of the
smallest positive real part of the roots of A that ontribute to the number of
sign variations. For this we will use Lem. 5. Noti e that all the positive real
roots ontribute to the number of sign variation of A, but this is not always the
ase for the omplex roots with positive real part.
1
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3.2

Computing a partial quotient

2 ZZ[x℄, su h that deg (A) = d and L (A) =  . We an
ompute the rst partial quotient, or in the other words the oor2 , , of the
real part of the root with the smallest real part, that ontributes to the sign
variations of A in OeB (d lg + d2 lg2 ).

Lemma 5. Let A

We ompute the orresponding integer using the te hnique of the exponential sear h, see for example [18℄. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that the real root is not in (0; 1), sin e in this ase we should return 0.
We perform the transformation x 7! x + 2 to the polynomial, and then the
transformation x 7! x + 1. If the number of sign variations of the resulting
polynomial ompared to the original one de reases, then 2 = 1 is the partial
quotient. If not, then we perform the transformation x 7! x +2 . If the number
of sign variations does not de rease, then we perform x 7! x + 2 . Again if the
number of sign variations does not de rease, then we perform x 7! x + 2 and
so on. Eventually, for some positive integer k, there would be a loss in the sign
variations between transformations x 7! x + 2k and x 7! x + 2k . In this ase
the partial quotient , whi h we want to ompute, satis es 2k < < 2k < 2 .
The exa t value of is omputed by performing binary sear h in the interval
[2k ; 2k ℄. We dedu e that the number of transformations that we need to
perform is 2k + O(1) = 2 lgb + O(1).
In the worst ase, ea h transformation orresponds to an asymptoti ally fast
Taylor shift with a number of bitsize O(lg ), whi h osts OB (M d + d lg  lg d)
[36, Th. 2.4℄. By onsidering fast multipli ation algorithms the osts be omes
OeB (d + d lg ) and multiplying by the number of transformations needed, lg ,
we on lude the proof.
It is worth noti ing that we do not onsider the ases = 2k or = 2k ,
sin e then we have omputed, exa tly, a rational root.

Proof:

0

0

1

2

3

1

1

+1

2

3

2

+1

3.3

Shifts operations and total complexity

Up to some onstant fa tors, we an repla e  in Th. 3 by  , refer to [30℄ for a
proof. This allows us to estimate the number, m , of partial quotients needed,
in the worst ase, to isolate the positive real part of a root . It holds
1 lg  :
1
m  (1 + log 2 lg  )  2
2
2
2 We hoose to use

instead of

q0

result of a shift operation, thus the

be ause in the

omplexity analysis that follow

A

ould be a

omputed integer may not be the 0-th partial quotient of the

root that we are trying to approximate.

3 Following Th. 2.4(E) in [36℄ the ost of performing the operation f (x + a), where deg (f ) = n,


2 ) lg n ), and if we assume fast multipli
eB (n + n2 ).
omes O

L (f ) =  and L (a) =  is OB (M
between integers, then it be

n

+n

7

ation algorithms

The transformed polynomial has either one or zero sign variation and if 2
IR, then the orresponding interval isolates from the other roots of A. The
asso P
iated ontinued fra tion of (the real part of) is [q ; q ; : : : ; qm ℄. It holds
that m = O(d + d ) [32, 30℄. The following lemma bounds the bitsize of
the partial quotients, qk , of a root .
Lemma 6. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄, su h that deg (A) = d and L (A) =  . For the real
0

2

part of any root

m
X
j =0

1

it holds

m
X

lg(qj ) = lg(q ) +
0

j =1

lg(qj )  lg(q ) + 1 lg 
0

;

where we assume that q0 > 0, and
the term 1 lg  appears only when  < 1,
P
lg(q0 )  lg kAk2   + lg d and if ranges
i.e. when m  1. Moreover
over a subset of distin t roots of A, then
m
XX
k=0

Y

lg qk  1 +  + lg d lg  = O(d + d ):
2

The Mahler measure,
M (A), of pA is M (A) =Qad Qj j j j. pIt also
p
holds M (A)  kAk  d + 1kAk1 = 2Q d + 1, Q
and so j j j j  2 d + 1.
Sin e q is the integer part of it holds q  j j j j  kAk and thus
Proof:

1

2

1

0

X

lg(q )  lg
0

0

p

d

2

1

+ 1 + lg kAk1   + lg d:

(2)

Following [30℄ we know that
1
 , Q Q  2= :
(3)

m
m
2
Qm Qm
From Eq. (1) we get Qk = qk Qk + Qk ) QQkm qk Qk , for k  1. I we
apply
the previous relation re ursively we get k qk  Qm  2= and
Qm
qk  Qm
 2= , and so
k
1

1

1

2

1

=1

1
=1

1

m
X
k=1

lg qk = lg

m
Y
k=1

qk

 1 lg 

:

Finally, we sum over all roots and we use (2) and Th. 4,
m
XX
k=0

lg qk =

X

lg q +
0

m
XX
k=1

lg qk 

X

lg q +

 1 +  + lg d + d + 3d lg d + 3d;

0

X

(1 lg  )

2

whi h ompletes the proof.

8



At ea h step of CF we ompute a partial quotient and we apply a Taylor shift
to the polynomial with this number. In the worst ase we in rease the bitsize
of the polynomial by an additive fa tor of O(d lg(qk )), at ea h step. The overall
omplexity of CF is dominated by the omputation of the partial quotients.
The following table summarizes the osts of omputing the partial quotients
of that we need:
0th step
OeB (d lg(q ) + d lg(q ) lg(q ))
1st step
OeB (d lg(q ) + d lg(q q ) lg(q ))


= OeB (d( + d lg(q )) lg(q ) + d lg (q ))
2nd step
OeB (d lg(q ) + d lg(q q q ) lg(q ))
...
2

0

2

1

0

mth

step

1

2

2

1

0 1 2

OeB (d lg(qm ) + d lg(
2

0

0 1

2

2

0

m
Y
k=0

qk

1

2

) lg(qm ))

We sum over all steps to derive the ost for isolating , C , and after applying
some obvious simpli ations and use Lem. 6 we get
0

C = OeB d

m
X
k=0

lg(qk ) + d

2

m
X
k=0

lg(qk ) lg

m
Y
j =0

1

qj A

0

= OeB d

m
X
k=0

lg(qk ) + d

2

m
X
k=0

= OeB d (lg(q ) lg  ) + d (lg (q ) + lg  ) :
To derive the overall omplexity, C , we sum over all the roots that CF tries
to isolate and
we use Lem. 6 and Th. 4. Then
P
2

0

C= C

= OeB d P lg(q0 )

2

0

2



lg  + d2 P lg2 (q0 ) + d2 P lg2 


= OeB d P lg(q0 ) d P lg  + d2 (P lg(q0 ))2 + d2 (P lg  )2

= OeB d ( + lg d) + d (d2 + d lg d + d ) + d2 ( 2 + lg2 d) + d2 (d4 + d2  2 )
= OeB (d6 + d4  2 ):
d

P



(4)
2

In the previous equation it possible to write P lg   P lg 
be ause  < 1, and hen e lg  < 0, for all that are involved in the sum.
For the roots that holds   1 the algorithm isolates them without omputing
any of their partial quotients, with the ex eption of q .
The previous dis ussion leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Let A 2 ZZ[x℄, where deg (A) = d and L (A) =  . The worst ase
eB (d + d  ).
omplexity of isolating the real roots of A using the CF is O
2

0

6

9

4 2

!2 1

lg(qk )

A

( )
kX l , k; l; m; n 2 ZZ
Input: A 2 ZZ[X ℄; M (X ) = mX
n
Output: A list of isolating intervals
Data: Initially M (X ) = X , i.e. k = n = 1 and l = m = 0
1 if A(0) = 0 then
2
OUTPUT Interval( M (0); M (0)) ;
3
A
A(X )=X ;
4
CF(A; M );
5 V
Var(A);
6 if V = 0 then return;
7 if V = 1 then
8
OUTPUT Interval( M (0); M (1));
9
return;
10 b
PLB(A) // PLB  PositiveLowerBound ;
11 if b  1 then Ab
A(b + X ); M
M (b + X ) ;
12 A
Ab (1 + X ), M
M (1 + X ) ;
13 CF(A ; M ) // Looking for real roots in (1; +1);
M( X ) ;
14 A
Ab ( X ), M
15 CF(A ; M ) // Looking for real roots in (0; 1) ;
16 return;
Algorithm 1: CF A; M
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